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But although, in theory, we acknowledge the all-pervading power of the press; yet the importance of the subject is not practically felt, in all its momentous consequences. The man who is enabled to write a truly evangelical and useful book, or even a single tract of first-rate excellence, may convey the saving truth of the gospel to a thousand times more persons, than the living preacher can ever instruct by his voice. And hundreds of years after the death of the writer, the production of his pen may be but just commencing its career of usefulness, only to be terminated with the end of the world.

Archibald Alexander

“When a traveler goes into a bookseller’s shop in the United States,” reported Alexis de Tocqueville after his American sojourn, “[h]e will first find a multitude of elementary treatises, destined to teach the rudiments of human knowledge. Most of these books were written in Europe.” “Next,” continued de Tocqueville, “comes an enormous quan-
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tity of religious works, Bibles, sermons, edifying anecdotes, controversial divinity, and reports of charitable societies.” The dynamic religious character of the United States that made an immediate impression on de Tocqueville, when he arrived in 1831, was at the center of what Daniel Walker Howe calls a “communications revolution,” which was “a driving force in the history of the era.” While the nature of print culture in the early republic can be described as diverse and polycentric, religion—particularly evangelical Christianity—formed an important center within it. Behind evangelical publishing activities, and operative within “the Evangelical United Front” or “the Benevolent Empire,” were various voluntary organizations that mobilized around a belief in the power of the press to proclaim the Word as well as function as a means of grace. Out of this conviction, drawing from a legacy of reformation, revival, and mission, these institutions inspired, published, and distributed an extensive amount and range of theological works with the goal of establishing a Christian society.2

One of the earliest and most innovative of these evangelical institutions, and one that has not received much attention, was the Protestant theological seminary, which was a development particular to the United States. Rather than teaching theology within the context of an undergraduate college curriculum, these postbaccalaureate schools educated college graduates for the ministry and often more. Situated at the top of the early American educational system, theological seminaries provided the only substantive graduate education in the early American republic. And while most institutions of higher education “played a modest part in the expansion of print culture,” leaders of the theological seminary movement expected their graduates to be influential in print as well as in the pulpit. Most of these theological seminaries developed a curriculum that stressed the primacy of the Bible and sought to relate all other studies and texts properly to it. In addition to cultivating authors and producing institutional publications, these schools developed a structure of knowledge that shaped the content and form of a Bibliocentric print culture. This Bibliocentric print culture, comprised of a group of publishers, publications, and print-related practices, aimed to teach Christianity comprehensively and effectively.  

In his Prose Writers of America, which first appeared in 1847, Rufus Griswold highlighted the religious spirit and motivations of those who came to America “from Great Britain or the continent.” Their literature, “a religious literature,” exerted a formative and enduring influence. Griswold boasted, 


In the present day no country can boast of a list of theological writers more justly distinguished for learning, logical skill, or literary abilities, than that which includes the names of the Alexanders, Albert Barnes, George Bush, Charles Hodge, John Henry Hopkins, Samuel Fanner Jarvis, Charles P. McIlvaine, Andrews Norton, Edward Robinson, Moses Stuart, Henry Tappar, William R. Williams, James Walker, Leonard Woods, and others whose talents and acquisitions have secured to them a general influence and good reputation.

Archibald Alexander, the first Alexander to whom Griswold refers, was the founding professor of Princeton Theological Seminary and a prolific and prominent theological author during the first half of the nineteenth century (see Figure 1). He was the father of the other Alexander to whom
Griswold refers, Joseph Addison; and Albert Barnes, George Bush, Charles Hodge, and Charles McIlvaine had all studied under the elder Alexander at Princeton. For Griswold, the considerable religious dimension of the nation’s emerging print culture, which de Tocqueville had accurately perceived, was a source of pride. While other ambitious men and women of letters worked “to build a new Athens in America,” theological authors effectively exploited innovations in the production and dissemination of printed material and looked for the establishment of a new Jerusalem. As theological seminaries were designed and developed in the early nineteenth century, they became a principal place where theological authors were enabled to write what Alexander called “truly evangelical and useful” publications. This article focuses on the life and literary work of Archibald Alexander, a central figure at the intersection of theological education and religious publishing, to highlight the formative connections between theological seminaries and print culture in the early American republic.4

Archibald Alexander was born near present-day Lexington, Virginia, in 1772. In 1854, three years after Alexander’s death, his son and biographer claimed, “There was no such provision of literary apparatus [then] as in our day. Single volumes passed from house to house, as great treasures, and the youth was happy who could own any one of those works which now greet us with profusion.” Alexander attended five different schools before the age of ten, at which age he entered Liberty Hall, an academy that was the precursor of Washington and Lee University. Illness had prevented him from attending the College of New Jersey

4. Rufus Wilmot Griswold, The Prose Writers of America: With a Survey of the History, Condition, and Prospects of American Literature (Philadelphia, 1847), 16–18; Gross, “Introduction: An Extensive Republic,” 14, 34–35; Howe, What Hath God Wrought, 230–31. Griswold singled out the theological seminaries at Andover and Princeton for advancing the field of biblical criticism: “We are indebted mainly for our advancement in this great field of learning to the theological seminaries of Andover and Princeton. From both these institutions work have issued within a few years which have attained the highest reputation not only in our own country but in Europe: which embrace more that is valuable and profound than in the same period has been produced elsewhere in the world.” Prose Writers, 382.
(the precursor of Princeton University), but at Liberty Hall Alexander was taught by a graduate of the Princeton college, William Graham, who used the curriculum, reading lists, and manuscript lectures of its president John Witherspoon. Witherspoon was one of the leading transmitters of Scottish commonsense philosophy, which held that certain natural and moral truths could be grasped reliably through a sense that was common to all—a conviction that had implications for authors addressing so-called common readers. After he decided to study for the ministry, Alexander continued his education by reading divinity with Graham.5

In spite of a scarcity of books, Alexander, who claimed that he had learned to read the Bible by the age of five (although he could not recall how), was “seldom without a book in his hand” and read “at random every good book [he] could lay hold of.” He would “devour rather than peruse” books and managed to read broadly in the classics, history, philosophy, and theology. Alexander credited the first evangelical books he encountered with his intellectual and spiritual awakening. He came to value books for their contents, their functions, and even their forms; his son wrote that it was one of Alexander’s “peculiarities that he treated books with a religious tenderness, never making in any one of them so much as a marginal note.”6

Alexander began his ministry as an itinerant Presbyterian missionary in the so-called “wild regions” of central and western Virginia. Here, Alexander wrote, “I had no books with me but my small pocket Bible and found very little to read in the houses where I stopped.” This scarcity of books, particularly of “sound practical books and evangelical writings,” made a lasting impression on Alexander and motivated many of his later literary labors.7


7. John Hall, “A Sermon on the Death of Dr. Alexander,” Home, the School, and the Church 3 (1853), 95; Alexander, Life, 118; Twenty-Seventh Annual Report
Alexander's second call was to the presidency of Hampden–Sydney College. There he had access to “some well selected works” in the college’s small library, gained experience as an educator, became involved in the local government of his denomination, and began to experiment with writing. Alexander’s first publication—a cover letter for a letter about a religious revival in Kentucky—appeared at this time, in 1802, in the *Connecticut Evangelical Magazine*, one of the earliest monthly religious periodicals in the United States. Launched by the Connecticut Missionary Society, this missionary magazine provided a model for stabilizing and strengthening evangelical culture in the early republic. Alexander and a few of his ministerial colleagues were inspired by it, and from 1804 until 1807, under the auspices of the Presbyterian Synod of Virginia, they published in Lexington three volumes of Virginia’s first religious periodical, the *Virginia Religious Magazine*. Alexander contributed a number of pieces, including an article titled “An Enquiry into the Nature of Conscience” and a series of imaginative dialogues on current theological topics. A couple years after this periodical was launched, Alexander became the chair of a committee charged with planning for a theological school at Hampden–Sydney.\(^8\)

Another interesting project that Alexander worked on in Virginia was a religious novel titled *Eudocia*. The project is interesting because American novels were rare—only twenty-five appeared during the first decade of the nineteenth century—and American Calvinists were often suspicious of the genre. Alexander’s son described his father’s novel as

> [T]he history of a young lady of wealth and beauty, who is led through various changes and degrees, from giddy ignorance to piety and peace. The plot was engaging; there was a thread of romantic but pure love, running through the whole; it abounded in graphic description and lively dialogue. Some of the scenes were eminently pathetic; and [one person] was known to burst into tears, when it was read aloud. The whole was made subservient to the inculcation of evangelical truth.

---

But, his son added, “The author finally determined to suppress it.”

Perhaps not coincidentally, Alexander abandoned his novel after he took a pastorate in Philadelphia, the nation’s largest city and a major center of publishing. There Alexander was “brought nearer to libraries, learned men and the means of acquiring books,” and the shelves of his library began to fill with “folios and quartos, bound in vellum, of Latin theology, which always continued to be characteristic of his library.”

Alexander also became involved with a number of voluntary organizations and publishing projects. He was a founding manager of the Philadelphia Bible Society (PBS), which organized in 1808 to distribute Bibles to those who were unable—or unlikely—to buy them. The PBS was the first American Bible society “to get under way” and it became a “substantial publisher and high-tech printer.”

Alexander worked to establish a tract society, but he was only able to get a few tracts printed by William Bradford. For one of these, Bradford asked for and Alexander provided “the prayer of a pious seaman before, and another after a storm.”

Alexander also took steps to launch a religious weekly newspaper, which his son claimed was “a thing at that time unknown in the world.”

In spite of “an indisposition to commit his thoughts to paper” and a reluctance “to give any thing willingly to the public,” Alexander published two sermons while he was in Philadelphia. He delivered the first of these in 1808, as outgoing moderator of the General Assembly of the Presbyterian Church in the United States of America, which was one of the most culturally prominent denominations in the country. Before the national governing body of his denomination, Alexander, who by then had had diverse experiences as a pastor, writer, and organizer of voluntary societies, argued that in an age witnessing the extremes of Enlighten-


10. Alexander, Life, 296, 305; David Paul Nord, Faith in Reading: Religious Publishing and the Birth of Mass Media in America (New York, 2004), 44–50; George Charles Smith and John Griffin, The Boatswain’s Mate: An Interesting Dialogue; To Which Are Added Conversations after a Storm and the Life of Jack Covey (Philadelphia, 1820). The printer Alexander enlisted proceeded with the plan and published The Religious Remembrancer from 1813 through 1823. See Alexander, Life, 305–306.
ment rationalism and religious exuberance the greatest issue confronting the church was ministerial education. American colleges, he observed, were increasing in number and curricular sophistication, but they were not graduating enough ministerial candidates or providing them with the training they needed. The church would not have “a regular and sufficient supply of well qualified ministers,” Alexander said, until it established schools “for the single purpose of education of youth for the ministry.”

This address made Alexander a prominent figure in the theological seminary movement, which that year led to the opening of the first postgraduate “Theological Seminary” at Andover, Massachusetts—“an Institution unmade in the annals of this country and of Europe,” its founders boasted. The establishment of Andover Theological Seminary was the response of conservative Congregationalists to a Unitarian takeover at Harvard, represented by the appointments of Henry Ware to the Hollis Chair of Divinity and Samuel Webber to the presidency. But rather than establish a competing college, Andover’s founders established a school that would supplement—rather than supplant—a classical college education. The nation, these and others argued, was facing a cultural crisis; and ministers, of which there were not enough anyway, needed to receive the best education possible to respond to “books of many kinds” being written by “the enemies of the cross of Christ.” “In proportion as these enemies of God and man increase in number, learning, and activity,” wrote one theological seminary advocate, “will be the necessity of an able and learned clergy, to expose their wiles, refute their sophistry, and counteract the misapplication of their science, literature, and talents.” Books must be answered with books, and such publications depended on advanced theological education. The Presbyterians agreed and established the second major school of this type at Princeton, in 1812, after assembly delegates and trustees of the college at Princeton worked out a

11. Alexander, Life, 296; Alexander, A Sermon Delivered at the Opening of the General Assembly of the Presbyterian Church in the United States, May 1808 (Philadelphia, 1808), 11, 24–25, 30–31; Alexander, A Discourse Occasioned by the Burning of the Theatre in the City of Richmond, Virginia, on the Twenty-Sixth of December, 1811, by Which Awful Calamity a Large Number of Lives Were Lost (Philadelphia, 1812). For the cultural position of the Presbyterian Church, see Noll, America’s God, 5, 175–76, 413–15.
complementary rather than competitive relationship. And the General Assembly selected Alexander to lead its new school.\textsuperscript{12}

In his 1808 address to the Presbyterian General Assembly, Alexander had stated that the Bible should be at the center of theological education: “I hope that the time is approaching when all other studies will, among theological students, yield the precedence . . . to the study of the Bible; and that other branches of learning will be prized only as they afford assistance in the elucidation of the inspired volume.” Alexander acknowledged the difficulties of pursuing the advanced biblical studies that he was proposing, particularly in America: in such a “remote age,” the biblical languages, customs, transactions, and people were difficult to understand; and in such a “distant county,” there was a “scarcity of suitable books and teachers of competent skill.”\textsuperscript{13}

In his 1812 inaugural address at Princeton, which was published promptly with the accompanying sermon and charge, Alexander focused again on the centrality of the Bible. He declared, “A book has a claim upon our time and study, on account of the authority by which it comes recommended [i.e., from Christ], the excellency of the matter comprehended in it, and the interest which we have involved in the knowledge of its contents.” Theological education, he concluded, should be about the defense, exposition, and experience of the truth of the Bible.\textsuperscript{14}

In addition to being the best book, Alexander speculated that the


\textsuperscript{13} Alexander, A Sermon Delivered at the Opening of the General Assembly, 31–32.

\textsuperscript{14} Alexander, “An Inaugural Discourse,” in The Sermon Delivered at the Inauguration of the Rev. Archibald Alexander, D.D., as Professor of Didactic and Polemic Theology in the Theological Seminary of the Presbyterian Church in the United States of America (New York, 1812), 94.
Bible was the first book. “The history of the origin of alphabetical writing is involved in considerable obscurity,” he observed. But, he pointed out, the first known record of this art is found in the book of Exodus, in which Moses is commanded “to write a certain transaction in a book: and soon afterwards . . . the law was written by the finger of JEHOVAH, on the two tables of testimony.” Alexander concluded that “this wonderful art, so necessary for recording the revelations received from God, for the use of posterity” was “no invention of man, but a revelation from God.”

To approach the study of this foundational book, Alexander said that theological students required knowledge of biblical and other ancient languages, ancient and modern history, historical theology, and “chronology and geography . . . modern travels . . . natural history, chemistry, and geology . . . a general acquaintance with the whole circle of sciences.” “Indeed,” Alexander concluded, “there is scarcely any science or branch of knowledge, which may not be made subservient to theology.” One of Alexander’s students from Virginia, who also founded a theological seminary as well as the Virginia Evangelical and Literary Magazine, similarly claimed that “learning and philosophy are handmaids to religion.”

Princeton Theological Seminary’s founding document reflected these ideas about the centrality of the Bible and it outlined the supporting studies that would be covered by the school’s three-year curriculum. First were biblical studies, including the original languages, historical contexts, and content of the Bible. Next came the study of theology, with particular reference to reading and “digesting” the arguments related to contemporary controversies. Then there was church history, followed by the study of practical theology. This last subject included reading “a considerable number of the best practical writers on the subject of religion”; learning how to compose and deliver popular lectures and sermons; performing the duties of pastoral care; and participating in church government. In addition, daily devotional reading of the Bible was expected and Sabbath reading was to be limited to books concerned with

15. Ibid., 59–60.
practical religion. All of these studies aimed to prepare theological students to explain, defend, and experience the Bible. As the first—and, for a year, the only—professor, Alexander became the principal architect and author of the curriculum that would shape and support these studies.17

To support theological education and research at the seminary, Princeton’s original plan called for “a complete theological library.” The library part of the plan was never formally adopted, but this objective was taken up by the administrators, faculty, and friends of the seminary. In one of his many pleas for the library, the seminary’s second professor, Samuel Miller, asked for support for a library of “one hundred thousand volumes . . . a great library, to which students and writers on all subjects might resort; and where might be found every important work needed, either for perusal or reference, in all departments of literature and science.” According to a report published in 1831, between fifty-nine colleges, seventeen medical schools, nine law schools, and twenty-seven theological schools, there were about forty-nine thousand volumes in American academic libraries. The Library of Congress held about thirty thousand volumes. Proposing that the nation’s largest library be located at a theological seminary would only make sense if theology was—as it was in the Middle Ages—viewed as the queen of the sciences.18

At Alexander’s inauguration, Miller reviewed the aims of Princeton Theological Seminary: to provide the “best instructors,” an “ample Library,” and a “uniform course of instruction” in order “to train up an able and faithful ministry . . . on whose piety, talents, and learning, the temporal and eternal welfare of thousands . . . depend.” Miller also imagined theological students forming lifelong friendships, which would “fa-


18. Samuel Miller, A Brief History of the Theological Seminary of the Presbyterian Church, at Princeton, New Jersey (Princeton, NJ, 1838), 42; Michael J. Pau-
facilitate and promote that mutual consultation, respecting plans of research, and new and interesting publications, which is, at once, among the safeguards, as well as pleasures of, theological authorship.” On more than one occasion Miller asked his students to consider “the mighty influence which the press is destined to exert . . . and how deadly that influence must be, if it be not guided and sanctified by the Religion of Jesus Christ.” “No intelligent observer of the passing age,” he said, “can possibly fail of marking the power of the press, in reaching, informing, and controlling the whole mass of our citizens . . . Never was there a country in which there were, at once, so many opportunities and inducements to promote the temporal and eternal welfare of mankind by good writing as in the United States.” To be prepared for the “maximum of usefulness,” Miller wrote, students should endeavor to become “ready and able” writers. Both Miller and Alexander expected evangelical publications to be an outcome of theological education.19

Alexander’s own emergence as an author occurred during the seminary’s early years. His son wrote,

The employments of the study and the lecture-room were incessant and wearing, but they were enthusiastic. The compilation, collection, translation, revision and refutation, incident to the life of a young and ardent professor, went on with a diligence of which the fruits were extant for many years in piles of manuscripts, some of which became lectures, others parts of published works.

By the early 1820s, after he had turned fifty, with sufficient education, experience, and expertise—and piles of material with which to work—Alexander was ready for “the commencement of his authorship.”20

In the late 1820s, Alexander gave a talk to entering seminary students titled “The Use and Abuse of Books,” which included an abundance of


advice on how to use books and what to use them for. Books, he said, were the divinely appointed means for transmitting both divine and human knowledge; they should function as tools for “information and edification.” The Bible, “the first and best of books,” “was not given to teach us everything,” Alexander said; “other knowledge is useful.” But Alexander stressed that other books were useful “just in proportion as they aid us in understanding the Bible.” While encouraging his students “not unnecessarily to increase the number of books,” Alexander said that the books most needed were those that “impressed” into readers the divine truth revealed in the Bible. “The relation of sound doctrine to pious feeling and moral character,” Alexander wrote elsewhere, “may be compared to that between the types used in printing, and the impression on the paper. If there be any defect or disorder in the types, it will appear on the corresponding page.” Alexander and his seminary colleagues expected that a sound theological education would produce biblical exegetes who, through both the spoken and written word, would enlighten and transform the world.  

By its tenth anniversary, Princeton Theological Seminary had three professors and a building that exhibited “an air of comfort and permanency.” Some two hundred and fifty-four students had attended the school, including fifteen college presidents, twenty-five professors, and nine tutors and teachers. By its semicentennial, over two thousand and four hundred students had studied at the seminary, including one hundred and twenty-seven foreign missionaries, ninety-four college professors, thirty-six college presidents, and twenty-eight theological seminary professors. The publication record of these graduates is substantial. In an address given in celebration of the latter anniversary, alumnus William B. Sprague, himself a prolific author, praised the literary production of the seminary and claimed, “If all the books, which have been written on this ground, were gathered, they would not only go far towards forming a library, but among them would be found some of the best productions, in their respective departments, that any language can furnish.” Because of Princeton, Andover, and other seminaries, Howe says, “[l]earned

theological reflection flourished in the antebellum United States” and exerted an influence on the broader culture.” And much of this influence came though print.22

During the first half of the nineteenth century, national Bible and tract societies and interdenominational, denominational, and trade publishers provided theological material. Religious publishers were among the earliest adopters of advances in papermaking, stereotyping, power presses, and centralized mass production, and the amount of printed material produced by them was so substantial that one “was hard pressed to escape” it. The theological literature they published took various forms, such as Bibles, tracts, periodicals, books, and pamphlets; it covered diverse subjects, including biblical studies, systematic theology, church history, and practical theology; and it was targeted at a diverse range of readers, from common readers to those interested in specialized theological discourse. Most of this publishing activity was subsidized and sustained through direct links with national benevolent organizations, and many of these publications were authored by individuals connected with the American system of theological education. Consequently, the theological literature produced by religious publishers and the reading practices they encouraged reflected the literary culture of theological seminaries—that is, with an emphasis on the Bible as the most important book, to which all other books should be related.23


At the center of this theological print culture was the Bible, and one of the largest, most significant, and most sophisticated publishers in the early republic was the American Bible Society (ABS). Established in 1816 by a prominent group of Protestants, including a number of individuals associated with Andover and other theological seminaries, the ABS followed many of the methods of the PBS. Alexander had served as a manager for the PBS and in 1818, through donations from his students he became a “member for life” of the ABS. By 1831, the ABS had printed more than one million Bibles for a nation with about three million households. With a mass printing facility that housed eight steam-powered presses and twenty hand presses and employed some two hundred persons, the ABS claimed it was “able to send out three hundred thousand volumes a year.” The average press run for a work of fiction at that time was perhaps a thousand volumes.24

If the Bible was the center of theological education and theological print culture, tracts may be said to have been operative at the periphery of both. After consultation with ABS leaders, and following ABS organizational and technological methods, the American Tract Society (ATS) was organized in 1825 in New York, which was becoming a center for interrelated benevolent organizations. “Next to the Bible and the living Ministry,” read a statement from the society’s executive committee, one of the “means of light and salvation will be found to be, short, plain,


striking, entertaining, and instructive Tracts, exhibiting in writing some of the great and glorious truths of the Gospel.” The ATS traced the success of tracts back to the Reformation and highlighted their importance in places “not accustomed to books.” If an ATS tract should find “its way where a Bible was never seen, nor the Gospel ever heard,” it should present “enough of Divine truth to guide the ignorant and the inquiring sinner into the path of eternal life.” Millions of ATS tracts were printed in New York City and distributed throughout the country’s cities and settlements.25

As David Paul Nord has observed, Alexander was especially fond of tracts: “He viewed them as ‘pioneers’ in mission work, teaching divine truths along with religious reading skills to people who had never seen a preacher or a Bible.” Indeed, Alexander wrote that “a single tract of first-rate excellence” could be more effective (“a thousand times”) and enduring (for “hundreds of years”) than the preached word. His own first tract, Future Punishment, was the fourth tract published by the Nassau Hall Tract Society, an early tract society established by Princeton college students in 1817. This tract was reprinted by the ATS, for which Alexander wrote additional tracts. In addition to writing tracts for the society, Alexander began offering his counsel in the early 1830s, was elected a vice president of the ATS in 1841, and became a member of its Publishing Committee the next year. He suggested the publication of a series of tracts “in a very simple style, in large type, and in the form of a little book,” “to gain the attention of common readers,” and he wrote six imaginative dialogues for this series. In 1838, Alexander wrote,

I reflect on no part of my life with more satisfaction than any little agency I have had in encouraging and promoting the [ATS’s] volume circulation. I do consider the success of this enterprise as intimately connected with the prosperity of vital scriptural piety in our land; not in any one church, but in all evangelical churches,

and beyond them all by conveying a sound and practical knowledge of the gospel to multitudes who enjoy no public means of grace, or have not attended on them. 26

Reflecting and at some points connecting with regional fragmentation within the United States, for both theological and political reasons Protestant denominations began diverting energies away from interdenominational publishing societies and toward their own presses. After his denomination’s regional governing body, the Presbyterian Synod of Philadelphia, established its own publication society, “to publish and circulate tracts and books inculcating the distinctive doctrines of [Presbyterian] Standards,” Alexander provided it with a few tracts. In 1838, the General Assembly of the denomination established the Presbyterian Board of Publication (PBP); Alexander served as the board’s president for the rest of his life and wrote four additional tracts for it. Alexander and others believed that tracts could function as surrogates for churches and seminary-trained ministers (“public means of grace”). But in order to do so, their theological quality had to meet high standards. 27


27. Willard M. Rice, History of the Presbyterian Board of Publication and Sabbath–School Work (Philadelphia, 1888), 9; Paul C. Gutiahr, “Diversification in American Religious Publishing,” in A History of the Book in America, Volume 3, 309–10. Alexander’s tracts for his synod’s society include The Duty of Catechetical Instruction (tract no. 4) (Philadelphia, 1835), reissued by the Presbyterian Board of Publication (hereafter PBP) in 1840; A Treatise on Justification by Faith (no. 12) (Philadelphia, 1837); Christ’s Gracious Invitation to the Labouring and Heavy Laden (no. 17) (Philadelphia, 1838), later reissued by the PBP “in a new and convenient [i.e., smaller] form.” Alexander’s tracts for the PBP include A Dialogue
Tracts, the ATS reported, were not the appropriate means for disseminating “Learned criticism, discussions in polemic theology, [or] even articles of religious intelligence.” Such topics, when they connected with current interests or issues, were taken up in religious periodicals—and the ATS wanted to make it clear that it was not in competition with these. Religious periodicals, which may have accounted for some 39 percent of the periodicals published between 1820 and 1852 and drew the largest periodical readership before the appearance of *Godey’s Lady’s Book* (1837) and *Graham’s Magazine* (1840), ranged from popular newspapers or magazines, such as Alexander’s *Virginia Religious Magazine*, to sophisticated theological quarterly published by theological seminaries. In periodical publications theological discourse moved out of theological seminaries and sought connection with a broader public audience.28

Alexander published letters, sermons, and articles in a variety of periodicals. His sermons appeared in denominational periodicals, such as *The Presbyterian Preacher*, and in the nondenominational *The National Preacher*, which was one of the most broadly distributed periodicals in the world. When he became aware of the large circulation of ATS’s *American Messenger*, begun in 1843, Alexander “availed himself of the opportunity offered to speak to multitudes for Christ” and wrote some forty articles for it. He also published theological essays for more specialized audiences, the first and “most vigorous” of which were a serial response to an address of Andover Theological Seminary Professor James Murdock published by his students. But Alexander’s most substantial contributions to periodical literature involved one of the earliest and most enduring theological quarterly, the *Princeton Review*, which offered theological reviews and analyses of the literary productions and intellectual currents of the day. Established in 1825 and led and edited

---


by his protégé Charles Hodge, this broadly distributed and influential journal was supported by Alexander, who was a regular contributor to it. When later editors created an index of the Review, in which many of the earlier articles had not been signed, they listed seventy-seven that had been attributed to Alexander (one of which they disputed) over a period of twenty years.29

If periodicals emphasized currency, ephemerality, and connections between readers and the external world—and theological periodicals, in particular, connections between theological education and the public—books emphasized timelessness, permanence, and “the cultivation of the reader’s interiority.” Alexander advised the managers of the ATS that even they should move beyond tracts, which were “milk for babes,” and publish books, particularly those “adapted to every stage and period of Christian life.” A Christian should grow up theologically with books. Alexander provided the ATS with recommendations about which books

to publish, including steady sellers, such as Jonathan Edwards’s *Religious Affections*, and new books, such as one that Alexander had previously edited and published, *Advice to a Young Christian.*

The books that Alexander authored were in large part a by-product of his work at Princeton, and they reflect nearly the whole range of biblical, theological, historical, and practical topics with which he was concerned as a theological educator. But these books all referred back to and were offered in service to *the* Book, the Bible, a relationship that was graphically represented by the emblem of the PBP (see Figure 2). When they were prepared for publication, Alexander’s books were written for and made available to a rather broad audience; they represent an attempt to make theology broadly accessible and relevant. His first book, published in 1825, was an apologetic work. After a group of undergraduate skeptics at Princeton had caused some excitement on campus, Alexander delivered in the college chapel a sermon, “much longer than was his wont,” on the evidences of Christianity. According to his son, the discourse had “a happy effect, and awakened so much attention that it was requested for the press,” and Alexander developed it into a two-hundred-and-ninety-nine-page book: *A Brief Outline of the Evidences of the Christian Religion*. A second edition was issued that same year; a third in 1826; and a fourth in 1828. This book was revised and reissued a number of times, including editions for the American Sunday School Union (ASSU), religious trade publishers, and an Edinburgh reprint.


30. John Nerone, “Newspapers and the Public Sphere,” in *A History of the Book in America, Volume 3*, 230–31; Nord, *Faith in Reading*, 125. *Advice* is a book of letters from a pastor to “a young lady of highly respectable connexions, upon the occasion of her making a public profession of religion.” Jared Bell Waterbury, *Advice to a Young Christian on the Importance of Aiming at an Elevated Standard of Piety; With an Introductory Essay by the Rev. Dr. Alexander* (New York, 1829), 28; *Advice to a Young Christian on the Importance of Aiming at an Elevated Standard of Piety; With an Introductory Essay by the Rev. Dr. A. Alexander* (New York, 1843). *Advice* was reprinted a number of times by a number of presses, including the London Religious Tract Society (1838) and the Philadelphia Baptist Publication Society (1851).

Figure 2: Cover of Archibald Alexander’s *Practical Sermons*, published by the Presbyterian Board of Publication in 1850, featuring an emblem of the board. From the author’s collection.
was published in 1826 as a supplement to *Evidences*. Based on his lectures on the formation of the biblical canon, the book was presented in a form that Alexander hoped would be accessible “to the capacities of all descriptions of readers.” According to his son, Alexander wrote this book because there was no “accessible treatise” on the subject. This book was also revised and reissued a number of times and appeared in London and Edinburgh. In 1836, it was combined with Alexander’s first book to form *Evidences of the Authenticity, Inspiration, and Canonical Authority of the Holy Scriptures*. This larger book was reissued a number of times and reportedly became a textbook in many institutions of higher education in both America and England throughout the nineteenth century.32

The interdenominational ASSU, for which Alexander expanded his first book, was organized in Philadelphia in 1824 to establish Sunday schools with free libraries. To supply these libraries, the ASSU became one of the largest publishers and distributors of books in the country—especially of books in the “most attractive garb of blended instruction and amusement” since, the managers of the union noted, “there is no such thing as a natural taste for religious reading.” Alexander, who sup-

ported and defended the mission and methods of these primary theological schools, created a thick “pocket” dictionary of the Bible and wrote a book on biblical history for the ASSU. The latter book was part of a larger series “to aid the Biblical studies of young persons, and common readers”; Alexander’s two subsequent volumes were published by trade publishers.33

Alexander wrote the first book published by the PBP in 1839, *The Way of Salvation Familiarly Explained*. The PBP printed three thousand copies of this small, forty-nine-page work and sold copies for $.15. Alexander’s second book for the PBP, *Thoughts on Religious Experience*, which had first been published serially in the *Watchman of the South*, appeared in 1841. Expanded editions were published in 1844 and again in 1852, and the book was kept in print and read widely throughout the nineteenth century. The PBP published a number of other theological books by Alexander, including an expanded sermon called *Divine Guidance*; a “brief system of theology . . . not intended for the learned, but for plain, common readers” (“which, though it treated on the most vital subjects of theology, might be read from beginning to end in two or three hours”); a book called *Practical Sermons*, prepared “especially for the benefit of families who were deprived of the opportunity of attending on the preaching of the gospel”; and the last book that Alexander completed before his death, *Universalism False and Unscriptural*. In an obituary that appeared in its annual report of 1852, the PBP reported that it had published 16,020,500 pages of Alexander’s writings.34


In addition to theological books, Alexander also wrote books that documented the recent history of the church, thereby connecting the present with the past. He compiled two books of sources about a Pennsylvania preparatory school for ministers that was connected with the history of Presbyterianism in the region and the establishment of the college at Princeton. He also published *A History of Colonization on the Western Coast of Africa*, a history in which he had a part as an early member of the American Colonization Society, which, as part of the network of reform movements, was organized in 1816 to resettle free black Americans in West Africa.  

When he died, Alexander left behind a number of manuscripts in various stages of progress. Titles of unfinished books included “Composition and Delivery of Sermons,” “Duties and Consolations of the Christian,” “Patristical Theology,” “Memoir of the Rev. William Graham,” “History of the Presbyterian Church in Virginia,” and “Church Polity.”

and Discipline.” Two of his completed manuscripts were published posthumously: *A History of the Israelitish Nation: From Their Origin to Their Dispersion at the Destruction of Jerusalem by the Romans* and *Outlines of Moral Science*, which, based on Alexander’s lectures on moral philosophy, was kept in print throughout the latter half of the nineteenth century. These works, like the ones that preceded them, span all the major fields of theological inquiry taught in American seminaries, including biblical studies, theology, church history, and practical theology. 36

In addition to writing books on diverse topics for a broad audience, Alexander also edited and provided paratextual support for books: He edited three hymnals, abridged three biographies, and wrote introductory matter for a broad range of theological works, spanning the theological curriculum, which he thought were worthy of broad dissemination. And then there were Alexander’s pamphlets—cheap, unbound booklets that were issued quickly to disseminate ideas, commemorate occasions, or engage controversies—which were a constant in his publishing life. Alexander’s published sermons and addresses included his 1808 General Assembly address, a sermon preached after a disastrous fire, his inaugural address, a missionary sermon, a sermon preached in the chapel at the college in Princeton, addresses delivered at annual meetings of the American Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions (ABCFM), a sermon preached before seminary alumni, a memorial sermon, an address before the alumni association of his alma matter, and an address delivered at a church dedication. Other pamphlets of Alexander’s included a defense of Sunday schools, a missionary paper for the Presbyterian Board of Foreign Missions, a paper on scholarships for the Presbyterian Board of Education, and a rebuttal of a historical account. 37


But theological print culture consisted of more than a massive amount of biblical and biblically oriented printed material—readers had to be both trained and reached. “Bibles and tracts cannot be useful,” Alexander noted, “to those who cannot read.” One of the most innovative and

important movements for general literacy in the early American republic was the Sunday school movement. Sunday schools first appeared in the United States in Philadelphia in the 1790s, to teach reading and writing skills to indigent children. After public primary education became more accessible, they evolved into schools for teaching children from various economic backgrounds how to read and interpret the Bible. When the ASSU organized in Philadelphia in 1824, seven hundred and twenty-three established schools affiliated with it. Alexander, who worked with Sunday schools in Philadelphia, thought this method of instruction “deserved to be ranked second to no discovery” of his age. He claimed that the diffusion of knowledge was “one of the strongest barriers against infamous vice” and promoted “true religion.” In Sunday schools, he wrote, the ignorant were taught to read and through elementary education were prepared “to profit by the public teaching of the church.” In addition, Alexander claimed that ASSU libraries, with their “small books, written in a lively style, and rendered interesting by pleasant narratives,” found their way into students’ homes where they were “read with avidity by persons of all ages.”

Physical access as well as intellectual access was an issue for publishers. The PBP, like other religious publishers, existed both to create and disseminate theological literature. “Notwithstanding the very large number of books with which the press is constantly teeming,” the board reported, “comparatively a very small proportion of them teach anything like evangelical religion.” But publication had to be coupled with distribution: A large portion of the country’s population, the board wrote, “perhaps by far the largest . . . lies beyond the reach of bookstores and the regular channels upon which the trade depend for their circulation.” So the PBP had its books carried “from house to house, to the farms, the cabins, the secluded neighbourhoods and new settlements . . . by the instrumentality of numerous colporteurs.” Once printed and distributed, the PBP hoped to counteract the influence of “the licentious literature unhappily so prevalent” by “trusting in Almighty grace to give efficacy to what the Spirit” revealed through the board’s publications. The year

after Alexander’s death, the PBP reported that it had published 818,250 books and tracts. With new printing technologies and processes, theological publishers could make more printed material accessible and even attractive. In a preface to the first American edition of the popular Matthew Henry biblical commentary, Alexander boasted that this title, which previously had been scarce and expensive in the United States, was now available in a “cheap, handsome American edition . . . in a very clear type, but also in a portable and convenient form”—i.e., not in folio volumes, which Alexander admitted “to every one their use is inconvenient.” Alexander also noted in his preface that good books such as this one, which have a “borrowed” luster or shine a “reflected light” from the Bible, would be read around the world. American theological print culture, connected with the ABCFM and denominational mission boards, operated with a global perspective: To make theological literature available at home and abroad, Bibles, tracts, and other books were translated into various languages. Alexander’s own works were translated into German, Spanish, Arabic, and Benga.

Tracts, periodicals, books, and pamphlets could not replace the Bible, but theological authors and publishers, influenced by the structure of knowledge prevalent in early theological seminaries, believed that if their publications could be accessed by the reading public this extra-biblical literature would function to lead readers to it, help readers understand it, and help readers connect its contents with their understanding of the world and their lived experiences in it. The Bible was the principal guide to life, but other books, Alexander wrote, could inform and promote the “edification of a reader.”


Alexander was an important agent within the early nineteenth-century network of evangelical voluntary organizations, but he was most active as a theological educator and author. By examining his role developing and delivering the theological curriculum at Princeton and his substantial literary output, the influence of the former sphere on the latter becomes evident—not just for Alexander, but for his peers, his students, and others. Alexander thought that “at an early period in the history of the world . . . the making of books originated in divine appointment and was performed by divine assistance.” For both theological education and print culture, the Bible was the first and best book; but other books were needed to understand it and to transmit knowledge that was not contained in it. Alexander said, “The reasoning of Omar the successor of Mohammed respecting the celebrated library of Alexandria was not sound, who, being consulted respecting the disposal of the books, directed them to be burned, saying, If they contain anything different from the Koran they are false and pernicious—if the same, they are useless.”

But while Alexander valued the common grace found in other books, which contained such useful knowledge as that of “agriculture, of architecture, of the arts, by which clothing is prepared, of geometry, geography, navigation, et cetera,” he valued most those books that led to the Book and became means of saving grace. The same Holy Spirit “who inspired the prophets and apostles to write the Scriptures,” Alexander wrote, “still bestows grace and spiritual endowments on his chosen servants, by which they are qualified, to preach and write, in such a manner, as to promote the edification of his church.”

Howe argues that, “In the long run,” it was institutional structures that advanced religious gains in the early republic: “seminaries, schools, colleges, missions, benevolent associations, and, of course, churches themselves.” With a Bibliocentric understanding of the relationship between and the uses of the Book and other books, evangelical Christians

42. Alexander, “The Use and Abuse of Books,” 333–34; Henry, An Exposition of the Old and New Testaments, xi. Rather than suffering a single catastrophe at the hands of Romans, Christians, or Muslims, the great library at Alexander suffered a series of misfortunes over the centuries until it was thoroughly destroyed or disbursed. Matthew Battles, Library: An Unquiet History (New York, 2003), 22–32.
in the early American republic established theological schools that advanced a Bibliocentric structure of knowledge. These schools provided the first opportunity for “anything resembling graduate education” in the United States. Their faculties, graduates, publications, and affiliated institutions supplied and formatively shaped a Bibliocentric print culture that aimed to be comprehensive in scope, offering a range of reading material from simple tracts to sophisticated treatises, as well as comprehensive and effective in reach. And by the mid nineteenth century, this Bibliocentric print culture had helped make religious publishing “one of the largest and most influential components in the nineteenth-century American marketplace for print.”
